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Monique Duarte Named NAPW 'Woman of the Year'
Monique Duarte, head decorator and principal of Duarte Interior Decorating in
Plainsboro, N.J., has been named "Woman of the Year" for 2013, an award presented to
her by the National Association of Professional Women (NAPW) in the category of
interior design for the state of New Jersey.
NAPW's Women of the Year are selected in recognition of the strides they have
made in their respective industries as well as for their outstanding leadership, their
professional achievements and for displaying the highest level of support of NAPW's
commitment to networking and community involvement.
Only 2 percent of NAPW's membership achieves a "Woman of the Year"
designation in any given year. With the award, Duarte will enjoy enhanced NAPW
benefits, including an expanded profile within the association's online membership
directory; placement in a Member Spotlight section of the NAPW newsletter, "Member
Connections," and on the association's Member Spotlight board on Pinterest; and
unlimited access to the association's career enhancing seminars, certification programs
and other programming.
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Duarte's interior decorating business offers custom residential design across a
broad spectrum of decorating styles. Her specialties include coastal decorating;
international themes; seasonal transitioning; and wholeness/wellness design.
Duarte holds a professional degree in interior decorating from Penn Foster
University and a master’s degree in interactive and direct marketing from New York
University. Duarte has traveled extensively throughout her lifetime, allowing her to
experience various cultures firsthand and to gain an appreciation for art from all over the
world. She brings these life experiences to her business and to clients seeking both
innovative and timeless designs.
Duarte has been an NAPW member for nearly two years and is active in the
association's Princeton Chapter.
NAPW is a nationwide exclusive network of like-minded professional women
who interact, exchange ideas, educate and empower one another and is the fastest
growing professional women's association in the nation.
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